CCL25 mediates migration, invasion and matrix metalloproteinase expression by breast cancer cells in a CCR9-dependent fashion
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Abstract. Breast cancer (BrCa) is one of the most frequently diagnosed cancers and the second leading cause of cancer-related deaths in North American women. Most deaths are caused by metastasis, and BrCa is characterized by a distinct metastatic pattern involving lymph nodes, bone marrow, lung, liver and brain. Migration of metastatic cells share many similarities with leukocyte trafficking, which are regulated by chemokines and their receptors. The current study evaluates the expression and functional role of CCR9, and its only known ligand, CCL25, in BrCa cell migration and invasion. Quantitative immunohistochemical analysis showed that both moderately and poorly differentiated BrCa tissue expressed significantly more (P<0.0001) CCR9 compared to non-neoplastic breast tissue. Interestingly, poorly differentiated BrCa tissue expressed significantly more (P<0.0001) CCR9 compared to moderately differentiated BrCa tissue. Similarly, CCR9 was highly expressed by the aggressive breast cancer cell line (MDA-MB-231) compared to the less aggressive MCF-7. Migration as well as invasion assays were used to evaluate the functional interaction between CCR9 and CCL25 in BrCa cell lines (MDA-MB-231 and MCF-7). Neutralizing CCR9-CCL25 interactions significantly impaired the migration and invasion of BrCa cells. Furthermore, CCL25 enhanced the expression of MMP-1, -9, -11 and -13 active proteins by BrCa cells in a CCR9-dependent fashion. These studies show CCR9 is functionally and significantly expressed by BrCa (poorly > moderately differentiated) tissue and cells as well as that CCL25 activation of this receptor promotes breast tumor cell migration, invasion and MMP expression, which are key components of BrCa metastasis.

Introduction

In the United States, BrCa is the most common non-skin cancer and the second leading cause of cancer deaths in women, behind lung cancer (1). Metastasis is responsible for the majority of BrCa-related deaths. The development of metastasis consists of a complex series of sequential steps (2). These processes include invasion through extracellular matrix, intravasation, survival in the circulation, extravasation into a distant site, and progressive growth at the site of metastasis (3). BrCa progression is characterized by a distinct metastatic pattern involving regional lymph nodes, bone marrow, lung, brain and liver (4).

Many factors have been implicated in the process of metastasis, but the precise mechanisms for the directional migration of malignant cells to different organs are incompletely known. This process shares many similarities with leukocyte trafficking, which is largely mediated by chemokines. In this regard, chemokines are a super family of small, cytokine-like proteins that induce, through their interaction with G protein-coupled receptors, cytoskeletal rearrangement, firm adhesion to endothelial cells, and directional migration. These secreted proteins act in a coordinated fashion with cell-surface proteins, including integrins, to direct the specific homing of various subsets of cells. It has been shown that CXCL12-CXCR4 interactions play a role in the metastasis of BrCa cells to regional lymph nodes and lung (5). It has also been demonstrated that neoplastic breast tissues express higher levels of CXCR4 than normal breast tissue.

CXCR4/CXCL12 interactions alone do not fully explain the pattern of BrCa metastasis or the potential of BrCa cells to migrate and invade other tissues. In this study, we have tested the hypothesis that breast carcinomas partially use CCR9-dependent mechanisms for migration, invasion and matrix metalloproteinase (MMP) expression. To test this hypothesis, we evaluated the levels of CCR9 mRNA and surface protein expression by BrCa cell lines and tissue. The functional relevance of this expression was demonstrated using migration, extracellular matrix (ECM) invasion and MMP expression assays. These studies suggest the expression of CCR9 and its interaction with CCL25 aid in BrCa cell migration, invasion and MMP expression to support the
differential metastatic potential of moderately differentiated versus poorly differentiated BrCa.

Material and methods

Breast cancer tissue microarray. BrCa tissue microarrays were obtained from the Southern Division of the Cooperative Human Tissue Network (CHTN), the University of Alabama at Birmingham and Accuxam Ltd. To construct these tissue microarrays, at least two cores (1 mm in diameter) per patient were arrayed on a receiver blank paraffin block. A qualified pathologist characterized and validated the histopathology, class and grade of each tumor or benign tissue core. The breast tissue microarrays used in this study were composed of tumors from 36 patients. These breast tumors represented distinct histopathological subtypes (18 moderately differentiated and 18 poorly differentiated as well as 9 non-neoplastic-matched benign tissues. The tissue microarray was cut in 4-μm sections and placed on super frost-charged glass microscope slides.

Quantitation of immunohistochemical staining. To numerically analyze the immunohistochemical staining, virtual slides were created from stained samples after scanning each specimen using an Aperio ScanScope scanning system (Aperio Technologies). A color markup image for each slide was obtained based on membrane staining. The ScanScope generated true color digital images of each stained sample, which were viewed using Aperio ImageScope version 6.25 software. The ImageScope algorithm for determining the intensity of membrane-specific staining was used to calculate the staining intensity and percent target label for each sample by digitally analyzing the color intensity. The output of stain intensities ranging from 0 to 3 correlated with conventional manual scoring methods (where 0, negative and 3, strong staining).

Cell lines and cell culture. BrCa cell lines (MDA-MB-231 and MCF-7) were obtained from ATCC. MDA-MB-231 and BrCa cell lines (MDA-MB-231, MCF-7) were maintained in 5% CO2 at 37˚C in RPMI-1640 with 2% FBS. Migration and invasion studies, BrCa cells were cultured for 24 h in RPMI-1640. BrCa cells (105) were seeded in 12-well plates, and conditioned media were collected from CCL25 (100 ng/ml)-treated or untreated cells. Active matrix metalloproteinase (MMP) protein detection. BrCa cells (10^5) were seeded in 12-well plates, and conditioned media were collected from CCL25 (100 ng/ml)-treated or untreated cells. Active collagenases (MMP-1 and MMP-13), gelatinases (MMP-2 and MMP-9) and stromelysins (MMP-3, MMP-10 and MMP-11) levels were measured by Fluorokine gelatinase (MMP-2, MMP-3, MMP-9, MMP-10, MMP-11, MMP-13 and 18S rRNA, respectively).

ImageStream analysis of CCR9 expression. Fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-conjugated mouse anti-human CCR9 antibody was purchased from R&D Systems. FITC-conjugated mouse IgG2a monoclonal antibody isotype control was obtained from PharMingen. BrCa cell lines were washed three times in PBS supplemented with 0.5% bovine serum albumin (BSA), and treated with 1.0 μg of human IgG per 10^5 cells for 15 min at room temperature. Fc-blocked BrCa cells were stained with 1.0 μg of FITC-conjugated mouse anti-human CCR9 or FITC-conjugated mouse IgG2a isotype control antibody per 10^5 cells at 4°C for 40 min. Afterwards, cells were washed with 1.0 ml of fluorescence-activated cell sorting buffer (1% BSA in PBS) to remove unbound antibodies. Next, labeled cells were fixed with 300 μl of 2% paraformaldehyde solution, and 10^5 cells were analyzed by multispectral imaging flow cytometry using ImageStream system and IDEAS 3.0 software (Ammis).

Migration and invasion assays. CCL25 was obtained from PeproTech. Unlabeled mouse anti-human CCR9 antibodies were purchased from R&D Systems. Migration and invasion studies were performed using BD Biocoat migration or Matrigel invasion chambers (Becton-Dickson Labware), respectively. RPMI-1640 was added to the interior of the bottom and top chamber of inserts and allowed to hydrate for 2 h at 37°C with 5% CO2. CCL25 (100 ng/ml) was added to the top chamber. Next 10^5 cells were added to the top chamber of inserts. To block chemokine receptor interaction, 1.0 μg/ml of mouse anti-human CCR9 (R&D Systems) was added to the top chamber of Matrigel or control inserts and incubated overnight at 37°C and 5% CO2. After incubation, cells at the bottom surface of the insert were fixed with 100% methanol for 2 min, stained for 2 min with 1% toluidine blue (Sigma) supplemented with 1% borax (Sigma), and rinsed twice with deionized water. Cells were counted by microscopy at x40 magnification.

Active matrix metalloproteinase (MMP) protein detection. BrCa cells (10^5) were seeded in 12-well plates, and conditioned media were collected from CCL25 (100 ng/ml)-treated or untreated cells. Active collagenases (MMP-1 and MMP-13), gelatinases (MMP-2 and MMP-9) and stromelysins (MMP-3, MMP-10 and MMP-11) levels were measured by Fluorokine or Biotrak (GE Healthcare) assays, according to manufacturer’s protocols.

Primer design. Human mRNA sequences for CCR9, MMP-1, MMP-2, MMP-3, MMP-9, MMP-10, MMP-11, MMP-13 and 18S rRNA were obtained from the National Institutes of Health National Center for Biotechnology Information GenBank database accession nos. NM004530, NM002421, NM004530, NM002422, NM004994, NM005940, NM002426, NM002427 and X006661, respectively. Primers were designed using the Primer 3 software program from the Whitehead Institute at Massachusetts Institute of Technology. These sequences were then used to design primers for RT-PCR analysis, which generated amplicons of 162, 83, 155, 79, 94, 107, 176 and 149 bp in size for CCR9, MMP-1, MMP-2, MMP-3, MMP-9, MMP-10, MMP-11, MMP-13 and 18S rRNA, respectively.

RNA isolation and RT-qPCR analysis. Total RNA was isolated from untreated and CCL25-treated BrCa cells using Tri-Reagent (Molecular Research Center) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Potential genomic DNA contamination was removed from these samples by treatment with RNase-free DNase (Invitrogen). RNA was precipitated and resuspended in RNA Secure (Ambion). Complementary DNA was generated by reverse transcribing 1.5 μg of total RNA using iScript cDNA Synthesis kit (BioRad) according to manufacturer’s protocols, and amplified with specific cDNA primers using iQ SYBR-Green Supermix (BioRad). The number of mRNAs relative to 18S rRNA copies of these targets was evaluated by RT-PCR analysis using the Bio-Rad iCycler and software.
Figure 1. CCR9 expression by non-neoplastic mammary and breast cancer tissue. Breast tissues were stained with isotype control or anti-CCR9 antibodies. Brown (DAB) color shows CCR9 staining. An Aperio ScanScope CS system with a x40 objective-captured digital images of each slide. Representative cases are indicated and immuno-intensities of CCR9 were quantified using image analysis Aperio ImageScope v.6.25 software. The percentages of CCR9 immunopositive malignant cells were determined for non-neoplastic matched benign (‡; n=9) as well as moderately (●; n=18) and poorly (◆; n=18) differentiated carcinomas. Statistical significance was determined using unpaired t-test, comparing moderately to poorly differentiated breast carcinomas or non-neoplastic to BrCa tissues.

Figure 2. CCR9 expression by breast cancer cell lines. (A) Total RNA was isolated from MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231 cell lines, and quantitative RT-PCR analysis of CCR9 mRNA expression was performed in triplicate. The copies of transcripts are expressed relative to actual copies of 18S rRNA ± SE. *Statistical significance (p<0.01) between normal tissue and BrCa cells. (B) MDA-MB-231 and MCF-7 cells were stained with FITC-conjugated isotype control antibodies (solid histogram) or anti-CCR9 monoclonal antibodies (open histogram) and quantified by flow cytometry. The mean fluorescent intensities (M) of CCR9-positive cells are shown.
Statistical analysis. Data are expressed as the mean ± SEM (standard error of mean) and compared using a two-tailed Student's t-test or an unpaired Mann-Whitney U-test. The results were analyzed using the GraphPad Prism software (GraphPad Software Inc., La Jolla, CA, USA) and were considered statistically significant at P<0.01. When levels were below the detectable limit, values were recorded as one-half of the lower detection limit (e.g., 50 pg/ml for active MMP-13) for statistical analysis. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) two-sample test using IDEAS Software (Amnis) was used to compute the statistically significant differences between CCR9 histograms.

Results

CCR9 expression by BrCa tissue and cell lines. Representative samples of non-neoplastic mammary tissue as well as moderately and poorly differentiated BrCa specimens show differential CCR9 staining levels (Fig. 1). BrCa specimens expressed significantly higher levels of CCR9, than non-neoplastic, matched-benign tissue. The strongest CCR9 expression was found in the poorly differentiated cancer specimens. The approximate percentages of immunopositive malignant cells were determined for 14 cases of moderately and 14 poorly differentiated carcinomas. Bars, mean percentage positivity show the poorly differentiated carcinomas. The approximate percentages of immunopositive malignant cells were determined for 14 cases of moderately and 14 poorly differentiated carcinomas. Bars, mean percentage positivity show the poorly differentiated carcinomas express significantly higher levels of CCR9. Statistical significance was determined by unpaired t-test for comparing moderately to poorly differentiated carcinoma. MDA-MB-231 and MCF-7 cell lines expressed CCR9 mRNA; however, significantly higher levels of CCR9 mRNA were observed in MDA-MB-231 cells than compared to MCF-7 cells (Fig. 2). As with mRNA expression, significant surface protein expression of CCR9 by MDA-MB-231 cells was confirmed by multi-spectral imaging flow cytometry. The surface protein expression of CCR9 by MDA-MB-231 cells was significantly higher than MCF-7 cells.

CCL25-mediated migration and invasion. The functional significance of CCR9 expression was demonstrated by the ability of MDA-MB-231 cells to migrate toward chemotactic
gradients of CCL25 (Fig. 3). The CCR9+ MCF-7 cells were largely unresponsive to CCL25. The number of MDA-MB-231 cells that migrated in response to CCL25 was significantly higher than untreated cells. This chemokine receptor-dependent interaction was neutralized by treatment with anti-CCR9 antibody. Additionally, the invasiveness of MDA-MB-231 and MCF-7 cell lines was assessed after CCL25 treatment. The ability to invade Matrigel by MDA-MB-231 cells, which expressed the highest levels of CCR9, was increased following stimulation with CCL25 (Fig. 4). As expected, this invasive phenotype was abrogated following CCR9 neutralization. MCF-7 cells were not significantly invasive in response to CCL25. Taken together, MDA-MB-231, but not MCF-7, cells migrated and invaded in response to CCL25 in a CCR9-dependent fashion.

CCL25-induced MMP expression. The Matrigel system used in the invasion assays consisted of laminin, collagen IV and enactin; hence, MMP-1, MMP-2, MMP-3, MMP-9, MMP-10, MMP-11 and/or MMP-13 may be required to optimally digest these components. To determine whether the associated increase in cancer cell invasiveness after CCR9-CCL25 interaction was due to higher MMP expression, collagenase (MMP-1 and -13), gelatinase (MMP-2 and -9), and stromelysin (MMP-3, -10 and -11) mRNA expression was assessed by quantitative RT-PCR analysis and functional protein expression was assessed using MMP activity assays. Both untreated and CCL25-treated MDA-MB-231 cells expressed collagenases (Fig. 4). When compared to untreated cells, CCL25-treated cells expressed significantly higher levels of active MMP-1 protein. Similarly, the levels of MMP-13 mRNA levels and activities were significantly increased following CCL25 treatment and CCR9 blockade abrogated these events. MDA-MB-231 cells also expressed gelatinases (Fig. 5). MDA-MB-231 cells modestly upregulated MMP-2 mRNA and active protein expression following CCL25 treatment. CCL25-treated MDA-MB-231 cells expressed significantly higher levels of MMP-9 mRNA than untreated cells. CCL25 also greatly increased active MMP-9 expression. CCR9 blocked inhibited both MMP-9 mRNA and active protein expression increase caused by CCL25. Neither MMP-3 or MMP-10 mRNA or active protein levels were modulated by CCL25. However, CCL25 treatment of MDA-MB-231 cells induced a significant increase in MMP-11 mRNA and active protein expression than were CCR9-dependent (Fig. 6). Together, the data show that...
CCL25 mediates collagenase, gelatinase and stromelysin mRNA and active protein expression levels in a CCR9-dependent fashion.

**Discussion**

Chemokines have been shown to be involved in lymphocyte chemotaxis (6,7), and cause cancer cells to home to specific secondary sites to promote organ-specific metastasis (8,9). It has recently been shown that CXCR4, CCR7 and CCR9 are expressed by BrCa cells (10-13) and play an important role in metastatic spread of breast tumor cells to the lungs and lymph nodes (5,14). CCR9-CCL25 interactions have been implicated in the pathogenesis and progression of melanoma (15) and prostate cancers (9). CCR9 has been shown to be highly expressed by double-positive thymocytes and CCL25 causes chemotaxis of these cells (16,17). Indeed, CCL25 is expressed by the thymus, small intestines, and at low levels in the spleen (18), allowing CCR9-positive cells to preferentially home to the lamina propria of the small bowel and intraepithelial compartments (19). In general, metastases of BrCa frequently occur in the lungs, liver, adrenals and bone (20,21). However, autopsies of BrCa show small intestinal metastases in 16% of BrCa cases (22,23). Hence, intestinal metastasis is an under-diagnosed complication of late stage BrCa.

We have shown for the first time that BrCa tissues and cell lines significantly express CCR9. BrCa tissues display the strongest CCR9 immunointensity in poorly differentiated carcinomas. CCR9 expression is functional, as indicated by CCL25-mediated BrCa cell migration and invasion, perhaps this mechanism support BrCa cell spread to the lymph nodes and gastrointestinal tract, which are known to selectively express CCL25 (24). MDA-MB-231 cells expressed higher levels of CCR9 and had a greater migration and invasion response to CCL25, than compared to the less invasive MCF-7 cell line. To this end, others have shown that MDA-MB-231 cells are more invasive than MCF-7 cells (25,26).

In order for malignant tumors to initiate the metastatic process, neoplastic cells must penetrate the basement membrane, invade through the interstitial stroma and survive in the circulation as well as at the new metastatic site. CCR9-CCL25 interactions have been shown to play a role in anti-apoptosis (27). Hence, these chemokine-chemokine receptor axis supports BrCa cell survival in metastatic sites as well as degradation of extracellular matrix (ECM) components for primary tumor cell escapes or increase of secondary sites.

The over-expression of MMP-1 has been indicated in the poor prognosis of colorectal (28,29), esophageal (30) and bladder (31,32) cancers. MMP-1 has also been shown to be expressed by breast tumor tissue and MDA-MB-231 cells under serum-free conditions (33). We show that MDA-MB-231 cells expressed MMP-1 messenger RNA and active protein, and this expression was modulated by CCL25 in a CCR9-dependent fashion. MMP-13, which is another important collagenase required for the degradation of type I and II collagens, was elevated after CCR9 activation of BrCa cells. While this MMP has not been shown to have a major role in BrCa to date, MMP-13 plays a crucial role in the invasiveness of head and neck cancers (34).

MMP-2 and -9 are type IV collagenases, which degrade gelatin, collagen and basement membrane components. Our results show that CCL25 increased MMP-9, but not MMP-2, mRNA and active protein expression, which was dependent on CCR9. While MMP-2 has previously been shown to be associated with the high potential of metastasis in many carcinomas, including BrCa (35), the expression of MMP-9 plays a significant role in metastasis, angiogenesis, and tumor progression (36). Stromelysins (MMP-3, -10 and -11) are predominantly expressed by normal epithelial cells, but are frequently over-expressed by carcinomas, where they degrade a broad range of substrates, including type IV, V, IX and X collagens, fibronectins, laminin, elastin, gelatin and proteoglycan core proteins (37). Like MMP-9, MMP-3 is thought to play an important role in BrCa invasion, metastasis and tumor angiogenesis. Increased expression of stromelysins correlates with poor prognosis and are detected more frequently in malignant rather than benign breast tumors. It has been suggested that MMP-3 is involved in brain metastasis of BrCa (38). In this study, CCL25 treatment of MDA-MB-231 cells induced a large increase in MMP-11 mRNA, but not MMP-3 or MMP-10, transcripts. CCR9-CCL25 interactions also increased active MMP-11 expression. MMP-11 was originally identified as a BrCa-associated gene and has been shown to be overexpressed in >90% of invasive breast carcinomas (39). Its expression has been shown to have a negative effect on patients’ survival (40) and may play a role in the metastasis of BrCa cells i.e., their homing to and survival in bone (41). In summary, we provide the first evidence that BrCa cells express functional CCR9. The effect of CCL25 on BrCa cell migration, invasion and MMP expression suggests that this chemokine may play a significant role in BrCa progression. Additional studies will be necessary to evaluate the precise mechanisms of CCL25- and CCR9-mediated migration and invasion of BrCa cells.
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